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I. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the ideals which can be represented as 
the intersection of a finite number of left-primary ideals. We consider 
only two-sided ideals in a non-commutative ring R. For commutative 
rings, such a representation theory was given by McCoY [4, chapter IX], 
who has used the work of KRULL [I]. For non-commutative rings, 
MuRDOCH [6] has given some theorems on this subject, assuming that 
the ascending chain condition holds for the two-sided ideals of R. In a. 
previous paper [3] we have given a characterization of the radical m(a) 
of an ideal a: m(a) is the set of all elements a E R such that {RaR}'' <;;;;a 
for some positive integer A.. However, this is not true in a general ring, 
as Prof. AMITSUR kindly informed me. Here we have to assume the 
maximum condition for ideals in R. With the aid of this characterization 
of the radical we can prove many results of Murdoch. In fact, using the 
methods of McCoy, much of the Krull-Noether theory of commutative 
rings can be extended to the non-commutative case (theorem 4). For 
the definitions of many concepts we refer to our previous papers [2] 
and [3]. Prof. Murdoch has remarked (in a letter) that we have to assume 
the ascending chain condition for ideals in R, in order that the results 
of our papers [2] and [3] are valid. Therefore it will be assumed. 
throughout the remainder of this paper that the ascending chain condition 
holds for the two-sided ideals of R. In [3] we used an assumption, called 
condition A, in order to obtain that the isolated Z-component i~ of a 
(definition 4) be a Z-primary ideal. Condition A reads : every minimal 
prime ideal belonging to i~ is Z-related to i~. This is a special case of 
the general condition: every minimal prime ideal belonging to a given 
ideal a is contained in a maximal Z-prime ideal belonging to a, which is 
not always fulfilled in the non-commutative case. A counter-example is 
given in [3]. However, if a has an irredundant representation as the 
intersection of a finite number of Z-primary ideals, then the general 
condition and especially condition A also holds in the non-commutative 
case (corollary 3). By theorem 5 of [3] the isolated Z-components ill of 
a are Z-primary ideals then. 
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2. Let a be a given (two-sided) ideal in R. 
Definition l. An ideal q is said to be left-primary (l-primary) if 
axb = O(q) for all x E R and b ¢. O(q) imply a = O(m(q)), where m(q) 
is the McCoy radical of q (cf. def. 7 in [3]). 
The radical m(q) of the ideal q in the sense of McCoy is the intersection 
of all minimal prime ideals containing q. We can show that the radical 
m(q) of the ideal q is the set of all elements a E R such that {RaR}'~ _ O(q) 
for some positive integer A. Here RaR denotes the set of all elements 
2,xiaYi (xi, Yi E R). We may say therefore: an ideal q is said to bel-primary 
if axb = O(q) for all x E R, b ¢. O(q) imply that {RaR}'" = O(q) for some 
positive integer A. 
Definition 2. A representation a=q1 n q2 n ... n qr ... (l) of an 
ideal a as the intersection of left-primary ideals q~, ... , qr will be called 
an irredundant representation if no one of the qi contains the intersection 
of the remaining ones. 
The radical of the l-primary ideal qi, which is a prime ideal [3], will be 
denoted by .\)i(i= l, 2, ... , r). 
Definition 3. An element a is left-related to the ideal a, if there 
exists an element b not in a such that axb = O(a) for all x E R. 
If no such element b exists, a is left-unrelated to a. Corresponding 
definitions can be given for right-primary ideals and right-related or 
right-unrelated elements to an ideal, but we shall restrict ourselves to a 
discussion of l-primary ideals and l-related or l-unrelated elements. All 
results are also valid if we change the word "left" into "right". 
We now state: 
Theorem l. Ifa=q1 n q2 n ... n qrisanirredundantrepresentation 
as the intersection of l-primary ideals q~, ... , qr, then an element x is 
l-unrelated to a if and only if x E 0(.\)i) for i = l, 2, ... , r, where .\)i is the 
radical of qi and 0(.\)i) is the complementary set of .\)i (cf. theorem 12 [6]). 
Proof. (i) If x is l-related to a then for some element b not in a, 
xRb = O(a). But this implies xRb ~ qi for i=l, 2, ... , r while b ¢ qi for 
at least one value of j. Hence, since qi is l-primary, x E Vi· It follows 
that if x E 0(.\)i) for all i, then x is l-unrelated to a. 
(ii) Conversely, suppose that x is an element of at least one of the 
primes .\)i and let it be -\)1. By theorem 3 of [3] some power A of RxR is 
contained in q1. Since the representation a= q1 n ... n qr is irredundant, 
we can choose an element b which is contained in q2 n ... n qr but not 
in q1. Then {RxR}'"b ~a. Suppose the least power of RxR such that 
{RxR}'"b is contained in a is A1. Then A1;;;;..I, since b ¢a. If A1 = l, then 
RxRb ~a and therefor~ xRxRb ~a. If now xRb ~a, then x is l-related 
to a, since b ¢ a. If, on the contrary, xRb i a, then there exists an element 
b' in xRb such that b' ¢ a. But xRb' ~ a and again x is l-related to a. 
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If A.1 > I, then the product {RxR}",-1b contains an element b", which does 
not belong to a, while RxRb" C a and again, like above, x is l-related 
to a. This completes the proof. 
By the above theorem, x is l-related to a if and only if x E .\Ji for at 
least one value of j (j =I, ... , r). 
Now we call an ideal {J left-related to a, if every element of {J is left-
related to a. Then we see that the ideals .\Ji are left-related to a(i =I, ... , r). 
Lemma I. If an ideal {J is contained in the union of the prime 
ideals .\:li (i =I, ... , r), then {J C .\:li for some i. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. The desired result is obvious 
if r =I ; we therefore assume the result for fewer than r prime ideals. 
Suppose that {J is not in the union of any r- I of the prime ideals .\:li 
(i =I, 2, ... , r). Then, for each j, there exists an element b1 of {J which 
is in .\:>1 but not in any .\:li for i =1= j. As b2 ¢ .):>1, ba ¢ .):>1 there exists an element 
XI E R such that b2x1ba ¢ .\JI· As b2x1ba ¢ .):>1, b4 ¢ .):>1 we· have b2x1bax2b4 ¢ .):>1 
for some x2 E R. Proceeding in this way we finally arrive at Xr-2 E R 
such that b2x1ba ... Xr-2br ¢ .):>1. In the same way we construct an element 
b1y1bay2 •.. Yr-2br which does not belong to .):>2, where y1, y2, •.• , Yr-2 are 
suitable elements of R. The last element obtained by this process is 
b1z1b2z2 ••• Zr-2br-1 ¢ .\Jr· Now the sum of these elements is an element 
of b and therefore is in some .\Ji, say .\:>1· It follows that b2x1ba ••• Xr-2 br = O(.):l1) 
which is impossible by the construction above. Hence {J is in the union 
of some r -I of the prime ideals .\:li ( i = I, 2, ... , r) and, by the hypothesis 
of the induction, must therefore be contained in some .\:li· This completes 
the proof. 
Suppose now that an ideal c is l-related to a, or every element of c 
is l-related to a. Then, by theorem I, every element of c is contained 
in at least one .\:li· Therefore, c is contained in the union of the prime 
ideals .\Ji, and by the lemma, c C .\:li for some i. So we have proved: the 
ideals .\:li are l-related to a, and any ideal l-related to a is contained in 
some one of the .\:li· If .):>z is properly contained in no .\:li (i =I, ... , r), then 
.):>z may be said to be maximal in the set {.\Ji} of prime ideals. By the above 
result, the prime ideals .):>z which are maximal in the set {.\:lt} and only 
these have the property of being l-related to a such that any ideal n with 
.):>z C n is l-unrelated to a. Otherwise expressed: the prime ideals .):>z are 
the maximal l-prime ideals belonging to a (cf. [2], definition 6). 
So we have: 
Corollary I. If a= q1 n q2 n ... n qr is an irredundant representa-
tion of a as the intersection of l-primary ideals qi, and .\:li is the prime 
ideal belonging to qi (i=I, ... , r), the maximal l-prime ideals belonging 
to a are the prime ideals which are maximal in the set {.\Jt}. 
Lemma 2. If.):> is a prime ideal such that a C.):>, then for at least 
one i, .\:li C.):>. 
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Proof. We shall prove this by showing that if V is a prime ideal 
which contains no Vi (i= l, 2, ... , r), then there is an element of a not 
in V· Since V does not contain Vi, there is an element bi of Vi, which is 
not in V and for some positive integer Ai, {RbiR}'-i C qi ([3], theorem 3) 
for i = l, 2, ... , r. If we set c = {Rb1RY' {Rb2R}'"• ... {RbrR}\ it is clear 
that cis in every qi and therefore in a. But cis not in V, otherwise RbkR 
would belong to V for at least one k with l <,k,;;;;,r. From lemma l of [5] 
we infer then that bk E V, which is a contradiction. So c ¢. V and c C a, 
therefore there is an element of a not in V· This completes the proof. 
Suppose now that V is a minimal prime ideal belonging to a i.e. a C V 
and there exists no prime ideal V' such that a C V' C V (cf. [3], definition 
3). Then, by lemma 2, for at least one i: a C Vi C V· Therefore Vi= V 
and so every minimal prime ideal belonging to a is a prime ideal of the 
set {Vi}· 
If no Vi (i = l, 2, ... , r) is properly contained in Vz, then Vz may be 
said to be minimal in the set {Vi} of prime ideals. It is clear that a minimal 
prime ideal V belonging to a is also minimal in the set {Vi}. Conversely 
if Vz is minimal in the set {Vi}, then Vz is a minimal prime ideal belonging 
to a. For a C Vz and suppose that a C V' C Vz, then for at least one i, 
a C Vi C V' C Vz (lemma 2), and Vz would not be minimal in the set {Vi}. 
We have proved: 
Corollary 2. If a=q1 n q2 n ... n qr is an irredundant representa-
tion of a as the intersection of l-primary ideals qi, and Vi is the prime 
ideal belonging to qi (i=l, ... , r), the minimal prime ideals belonging to 
a are the prime ideals which are minimal in the set {Vi}. 
The corollaries l and 2 show that in a representation ( 1) the prime 
ideals which are minimal or maximal in the set {Vi} can be characterized 
in terms of the properties of a itself, independent of its representation, 
and therefore are the same in all irredundant representations of a. 
Now we shall likewise give an intrinsic characterization of all the 
different prime ideals Vi· 
If V =1= R is any prime ideal, not necessarily one of the Vi, then we define 
Definition 4. The set consisting of all and only those elements c 
of R such that there exists an element s in O(V) with sxc- O(a) for all 
x E R is the isolated l-component i:P of a (cf. def. 8 in [2]). 
First we observe that i:p is an ideal. For if s1Rb = O(a), s2Rc = O(a) 
with s1, s2 EO(V), then s1Rs2R(b-c) = O(a) and s1Rs2 "¢ O(V) since V is 
a prime ideal. Hence b -c is in i:P if b and c are in i:P. Furthermore if 
sRb = O(a), then sRbr = O(a) and sRrb C sRb = O(a) for any element r 
of R, so that br and rb are in i:P if b is. Thus i:p is an ideal which depends 
on the ideals a and V and it is clear that a C i:P C v. 
We now prove the following 
Theorem 2. Let a have the irredundant representation (l) as the 
intersection of the l-primary ideals qi (i = l, ... , r). If V =I= R is a prime 
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ideal which contains .)h, .)Jz, ... , .\Jk, (1 .;;;;.k<,r) but does not contain 
.\Jk+l, ... , .\Jr, then 
(2) 
If .)J contains none of the .)Jt, then i:p = R. 
Proof. We first assume that .)J contains .\JI. .)Jz, ... , .\Jk and let b be 
any element of i:P. Then, for some 8 ¢: O(.)J) we have 8Rb- O(a) and thus 
8Rb = O(qi) (i = 1, 2, ... , r). However, 8 is not in any .\Ji (i = 1, ... , k), and 
is therefore l-unrelated to qi (i = 1, ... , k), as the radical .\Ji of a l-primary 
ideal qi consists of all elements l-related to qi and only these [3]. Hence 
b - O(qi) (i = 1, ... , k) and thus i:p C q1 n qz n ... n qk. We complete the 
proof by showing that q1 n qz n ... n qk C i:p. If k=r, this is trivial in 
view of a C i:p. Hence suppose that k < r and let c be any element of 
q1 n q2 n ... n qk. Since for i = k + 1, ... , r, .\Ji contains an element Pi 
not in .)J, we must have for suitable chosen positive integers Ol.i, {RpiR}"' _ 
= O(qi) (i=k+ 1, ... , r). If we set b = {RPk+lR}"k+ 1 ... {RprR}"", then 
b ¢: O(.)J) and b = O(qk+l n ... n qr)· So there exists an element t E O(.)J) 
such that tRc _ O(a) and thus c is in i:p. 
If .)J contains none of the .\Ji, then the last part of the above proof shows 
that there is an element d E {Rp1R}"' ... {RprR}"" C q1 n qz n ... n qr= a, 
which is not in .)J. Hence dRy= O(a) for all elements y of R, that is, 
i:P = R. This completes the proof of theorem 2. 
We note that if k;;;. 1, (2) is actually an irredundant representation of 
i:p as the intersection of l-primary ideals. For if, say q1 contained 
q2 n q3 n ... n qk, it would clearly contain qz n ... n qr and this is 
impossible since (1) is assumed to be an irredundant representation of a. 
We may now easily establish: 
Theorem 3. Let a have the irredundant representation (1) as the 
intersection of the l-primary ideals qi (i= I, ... , r) and let .\Jibe the prime 
ideal belonging to qi (i= I, ... , r). A prime ideal .)J =1= R is one of the .\Ji 
if and only if .)J is a maximal l-prime ideal belonging to i:p. The ring R 
is one of the .\Ji if and only if R is a maximall-prime ideal belonging to a. 
Proof. If R is a maximal l-prime ideal belonging to a then R is 
maximal in the set .\Ji (corollary 1). Conversely if R is one of the .\Ji, then 
R is maximal in the set .\Ji and R is a maximall-prime ideal belonging to a. 
Hence let .)J =1= R. If .)J = .\JJ, then theorem 2 shows that i:p; has an irredundant 
representation as the intersection of certain of the l-primary ideals qi, 
where .\Ji is the prime ideal belonging to one of these l-primary ideals 
and contains all the prime ideals belonging to the others of this set. 
Thus, among the prime ideals belonging to the l-primary ideals of this 
set, .\Ji is a maximal one. Hence, by corollary 1, .\Ji is a maximal l-prime 
ideal belonging to i:P;· Conversely, suppose that .)J =1= R is a maximal 
l-prime ideal belonging to i:p. We note first that .)J must contain at least 
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one llt· For if this were not the case, theorem 2 shows that i:P = R which 
is impossible. If -1J contains -1J~, -1Jz, ••• , lJk but does not contain lJk+l, ... , lJr, 
then (2) is an irredundant representation of i:p as the intersection of 
l-primary ideals and corollary 1 shows that -1J is a maximal ideal in the 
set {llb -1Jz, ••• , lJk} and therefore one of the lJt as required. 
Now, by definition, i:p depends only on the ideals a and -1J, and not on 
any particular representation of a. Hence theorem 3 shows that the 
different prime ideals lJt can be characterized in terms of the ideal a 
itself and are therefore the same in any irredundant representation of a 
as the intersection of l-primary ideals. We naturally call these prime 
ideals the prime ideals belonging to a. It will be observed that our terminol-
ogy is consistent in that, by corollary I and 2, the maximall-(minimal) 
prime ideals belonging to a as defined in [2] and [3] are precisely the 
maximal (minimal) among the prime ideals belonging to a. 
Remark. If -1J is a minimal prime ideal belonging to a, we know 
that -1J occurs as a prime ideal belonging to a for every irredundant 
representation of a as the intersection of l-primary ideals. If (1) is such 
a representation and llt is the prime ideal belonging to qt, then -1J is 
minimal in the set {-1Jt} (corollary 2). No -1Jz of the set {llt} is properly 
contained in -1J. Applying theorem 2, we find that the isolated l-component 
ideal i:P of a is the intersection of all l-primary ideals belonging to -1Jrn 
the representation of a. As it> does not depend on any part~cular representa-
tion of a, the intersection of l-primary ideals belonging to -1J is the same 
in all irredundant representations of a. 
Lemma 3. If -1J is the prime ideal belonging to each of the l-primary 
ideals q1, qz, ... , qs, then the ideal q1 n qz n ... n q8 is l-primary and -1J 
is the prime ideal belonging to this l-primary ideal. · 
Proof. If necessary, some of the qi may be omitted to form an 
irredundant representation of the ideal q1 n qz n ... n q8 , so we may 
assume without loss of generality that it is already irredundant. Hence, 
by corollaries 1 and 2, -1J is the unique minimal and maximal l-prime 
ideal belonging to q1 n qz n ... n q8 • The desired result is now an 
immediate consequence of theorem 4 [3]. 
Applying lemma 3 to the case that -1J is a minimal prime ideal belonging 
to a, it follows that the isolated l-component ideal it> is a l-primary ideal 
belonging to -1J. Then -1J is the unique minimal and maximall-prime ideal 
belonging to i:P, and condition A of [3], i.e. every minimal prime ideal 
belonging to the isolated l-component ideal i:p is l-related to i:P holds. 
As condition A was sufficient for theorem 5 of [3], we also have: it> is 
the intersection of all l-primary ideals belonging to -1J, which contain a. 
We now prove a result, related to lemma 3: 
Lemma 4. If the prime ideals lJt, belonging to the l-primary ideals 
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Qt (i = 1, ... , s) do not all coincide, and q1 n q2 n ... n q8 is irredundant, 
it is not Z-primary. 
Proof. If there are at least two different ,Pt, there does not exist 
among the set of all ,Pt a unique one which is both minimal and maximal. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 and theorem 4 of [3] then show that q1 n q2 n ... n qs 
is not Z-primary. 
Now let a be an ideal which can be represented as the intersection of 
a finite number of l-primary ideals, say a= q1 n q2 n ... n Qr· If this 
representation is not irredundant it can be made so by omitting certain 
of the Qt, and suppose the notation is so chosen that a= q1 n q2 n ... n Qk 
is an irredundant representation of a as the intersection of l-primary 
ideals. As usual, let us denote by .Pt the prime ideal belonging to Qt 
(i = 1, .. . , k). If the ,Pt are not all different, lemma 3 shows that the inter-
section of certain of the Qt may be replaced by a single Z-primary ideal. 
After making all possible replacements of this kind, we get the irredundant 
representation a= q1' n q2' n ... n qn' ... (3), where the Qt' are Z-primary 
and the prime ideals .p/ belonging to the q/ are all different. Further-
more, lemma 4 shows that the intersection of no two or more of the q/ 
is l-primary. Accordingly, we shall call (3) a short representation of a as 
the intersection of Z-primary ideals. Thus an irredundant representation 
of a as the intersection of l-primary ideals is a short representation if 
and only if the prime ideals belonging to these Z-primary ideals are all 
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different. In a short representation (3), theorem 3 shows that the distinct 
prime ideals .pt' (i = 1, ... , n) are all uniquely determined by a, independent 
of its representation. 
In particular, we have the following result: 
Theorem 4. Any ideal which can be represented as the intersection 
of a finite number of Z-primary ideals has a short representation as the 
intersection of l-primary ideals. In all short representations of a given 
ideal the number of Z-primary ideals is the same, and the set of prime 
ideals belonging to these Z-primary ideals is the same. 
As an immediate consequence of theorem 2 we have now: 
Corollary 3. Let a=q1 n q2 n ... n Qr be a short representation 
of a as the intersection of Z-primary ideals. If .p =1= R is any minimal prime 
ideal belonging to a, then the isolated l-component ideal i~ · of a is 
Z-primary and equal to one of the Qt . 
Like in theorem 5 of [3], we call the isolated Z-component ideals i~ of 
a (for the different minimal prime ideals .p belonging to a) the "isolated 
Z-primary components" of a. From corollary 3 we may infer: if ,PI,.)h, ... ,,Pm 
(all different from R) are the minimal prime ideals belonging to a, then 
in any short representation of a as the intersection of a finite number of 
Z-primary ideals, the isolated Z-primary components i~,, ... , i~m must 
occur as components. 
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Theorem 5. Let a=q1 n ... n qn be a short representation of a. 
If .IJ is a minimal prime ideal belonging to a, then .IJ is l-related to a. 
Proof. Indeed, if .p were not l-related to a, then .IJ would contain 
.at least one element, say x, which is l-unrelated to a. But this is impossible, 
since by theorem I x would belong to O(.p). 
From this theorem it follows that every minimal prime ideal belonging 
to a is contained in a maximal l-prime ideal belonging to a, provided 
that a may be represented as the intersection of a finite number of 
l-primary ideals. However, this condition is not necessary, as may be 
seen from the following example. 
Let R be the ring of all polynomials in two non-commutative in-
determinates x and y with coefficients in a field K and let a= (x2, yx). 
Then a has a unique minimal prime ideal .IJ = (x) belonging to a and the 
radical m(a) of a is (x). But a is not l-primary, since yRx ~a while x f/= a 
andy f/=m(a) (definition I). 
The unique isolated l-primary component i:p of a consists of all elements 
c such that sRc ~a for somes in the complement O(.p) of .IJ (definition 4). 
It may be shown that i:p = .IJ = (x). By corollary 3, in any short representation 
-of a as the intersection of a finite number of l-primary ideals, (x) must 
·occur as one component. The other components must be sought among 
the other l-primary ideals, which contain a, namely, (x, y), (x2, y), (x, yn), 
(x2, yx, yn) and (x2, xy, yx, yn), n;;;;. 2. It is easy to verify that none of 
the possible finite intersections is equal to a. Therefore the condition is 
not satisfied, but the radical m(a) of a is l-related to a (see [3]) and there-
fore .IJ is l-related to a. As .IJ is the only minimal prime ideal belonging 
to a, we find that every minimal prime ideal belonging to a is contained 
in a maximal l-prime ideal belonging to a. 
Finally we note that although a is not left primary it is right primary 
.since aRb ~ (x2, yx) and a ¢= (x2, yx) together imply b E m(a) = (x). 
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